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dispersing filter and apparatus and method for providing it. More particularly, the
present invention relates to an anti-dispersing filter and apparatus and method for
providing it which make it possible to avoid transmitting adverse influences to the
hearing and visual senses of the ear and the eyes of users of portable or cellular
telephones or radio receivers. Generally, the ear of a person in the vicinity of a

telephone receiver is exposed to two types of ambient conditions: 1) Sounds which are
transmitted through a microphone, for example the sound of a person's voice

emanating from a cellular phone; and PA1 2) sounds which are radiated from a speaker,
for example the sound of an incoming call or of a voice message received by the

cellular phone. PA1 DTMF--i.e. Dual Tone Multi Frequency, signalling used for telephonic
calls, PA1 Noise--i.e. ambient sound which comprises a mixture of these sounds and of

the voice of the person connected to the telephone receiver. PA1 Dispersing--i.e.
transmission of ambient noise with the sounds originating from the various transmitting
units of a cellular telephone. PA1 High-frequency Ambient Noise--i.e. ambient noise of

relatively high frequency. PA1 Low-frequency Ambient Noise--i.e. ambient noise of
relatively low frequency. PA1 Sound within the hearing range--i.e. sounds which have a
frequency within the hearing range of the person connected to the telephone receiver.
PA1 System Design: The traditional "on-hook" situation cannot be optimal. Besides, the

risk of impairing both the speech quality and the DTMF signalling is too high. PA1
System Design: In addition to the "on-hook" situation, it is necessary to consider both

the "off-hook" situation and the situation in which the cellular phone is being
interchanged between hands. PA1 System Design: The "off-hook" situation is often
affected by ambient noise. Conversely, the "on-hook" situation is often affected by

DTMF signalling. PA 6d1f23a050
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